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From the S-199 to the F-35: The Importance of New Technology for Israeli Air Power 
 

The announcement today that the Lockheed Martin F-35 stealth fighter has made its combat debut, in 

the course of Israeli Air Force (IAF) operations in the Middle East, provides an opportune moment to 

review the importance of new aircraft types to establishing and maintain the IAF’s superiority over its 

adversaries throughout its history
1
. 

 

Air power has been critically important to the survival of the State of Israel since its founding. On the 

day following Israel’s Declaration of Independence on 14 May 1948, the country was attacked by its 

Arab neighbours, intent on its destruction.
2
 A fortnight later, on 29 May, Israel was facing a grave 

crisis, as the Egyptian army had taken advantage of its superiority in equipment and advanced to Isdud 

(Ashdod), just 30 kilometres south of Tel Aviv. At this moment, the very first Israeli combat aircraft, 

Czechoslovak S-199 fighters, flew their first operational mission and halted the Egyptian attack.
3
 The 

S-199 was a thoroughly inadequate aircraft, a development of the German Messerschmitt Bf 109 G-14 

fighter fitted with the Jumo 211 F engine of the Heinkel He 111 bomber, as stocks of the original DB 

605 AM engine had run out in post-war Czechoslovakia. The resulting fighter was under-powered and 

difficult to fly and Israel was the only export customer and the only country to use it in combat
4
 Even 

so, the S-199 served as the foundation of Israeli air power and stopped the Egyptian bombing of Tel 

Aviv by scoring the first air-to-air victories in Israeli history on 3 June, against two C-47s modified as 

bombers.
5
 

 

Fourteen years later, on 7 April 1962, another aircraft type marked a revolution in Israeli air power. 

The first Mirage IIICJ fighters, which had arrived from France on this day, were the first Western 

fighters capable of flying twice as fast as the speed of sound (Mach 2) in level flight.
6
 With Israel 

gravely outnumbered by hostile air forces, the Mirage’s technological superiority over the Soviet 

MiG-21 flown by Arab states was the key factor which made possible operation Moked (Focus), 

Israel’s decisive pre-emptive strike against Arab air bases at the beginning of the Six Day War on 5 

June 1967.
7
 In the War of Attrition that followed, the Mirage played a central role in the development 

of Israel’s indigenous weapons. The first victory scored with Israel’s semi-experimental Shafrir air-to-

air missile in July 1967 was followed by the introduction of the highly effective Shafrir 2 two years 
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later, on 2 July 1969.
8
 Even so, the capabilities of the Mirage were limited, partly because the French 

Cyrano radar was so ineffective that it was removed and replaced by ballast.
9
 

 

Israel strengthening alliance with the United States allowed it to become the first nation in the world to 

use modern air superiority fighters with advanced radar in combat. The arrival of the McDonnell 

Douglas F-15 Eagle in Israel on Friday 10 December 1976 strengthened Israel’s air force, but also 

demonstrated the fissures in Israeli politics. The aircraft landed after the beginning of Shabbat, a fact 

that was used by the National Religious Party as a pretext to leave the governing coalition and bring 

down the government.
10

 Two and a half years later, on 27 June 1979, the F-15 demonstrated the 

superiority of modern technology and Israeli training, shooting down four Syrian MiG-21s in the first 

air combat in history involving the Eagle.
11

 The IAF’s role in introducing new US aircraft into combat 

was further evidenced when it received General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcons on 2 July 1980 and 

scored the type’s first air-to-air victories on 28 April 1981.
12

 The profound transformation of Israeli 

capabilities brought about by the delivery of the F-15 and F-16 made possible one of the most 

important missions flown by any air force, the destruction of Iraq’s Osirak reactor on 7 June 1981.
13

 

 

The latest US fighter supplied to Israel, the F-35, has been a long time coming. The first test flight of 

the F-35 on 15 December 2006 was followed by a protracted development programme all too typical 

of modern aircraft.
14

 Israel’s first order for the aircraft was confirmed in September 2010, but the first 

aircraft only arrived on 12 December 2016, almost exactly a decade after the first flight.
15

 Today’s 

news show that it has taken another year or more before the F-35 was first used in combat. The aircraft 

are being delivered at a low tempo, with Israel currently operating a fleet of just nine aircraft.
16

 

 

The timely arrival of modern combat aircraft has been critical to the ability of the Israeli Air Force to 

function and hence to the very existence of the state. In the process, Israel has repeatedly brought new 

Western aircraft into action for the first time, gaining invaluable operational experience which benefits 

the United States and its allies. It is to be hoped that the F-35 programme finally increases the tempo 

of deliveries to all customers, which is essential if Western air superiority is to be maintained into the 

future. 
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